Tampering

Any damages
to the security label
obligate to purchase

Counterfeiting
Unwarranted return
of used goods
in e-commerce

They speak a clear language: "Anyone
who removes me is obliged to purchase!" 
Guard Labels from eXtra4 cannot be
removed and re-attached. As security
labels they are irreversibly destroyed
during removal.
Prevent misuse of consumer rights
Visible traces of use and still money back?  Enough of that
when Guard Labels by eXtra4 are used. They prevent jewellery
and watches from being worn without paying. If the security
label is missing or has been damaged, it is immediately clear
and demonstrable: the customer has no right to return, he
must pay.
Repositioning impossible
Quick-witted consumers know many tricks to get rid of
annoying labels and fix them later. From hairdryer to steam
bath  the list of possibilities is long. However, none of these
methods helps with Guard Labels. The special materials of
the security labels decompose into their elements when
manipulated. What remains is only label particles or tissue
layers which cannot be reassembled.
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Security Labels offer
Protection against

®
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Protection Possibilities by Security Labels
Guard Labels can be produced as jewellery labels, eg. as loop
label, but also in any other required shape.
Despite their special properties, Guard Labels can be printed
on a thermal transfer printer with custom data just like
conventional labels.

In professional colour printing it is also possible to apply a
logo in advance. The logo preprinting can individually
combine different protection factors to prevent the label to
be exchanged for an imitation.
In this way, representative seals can be generated, which
guarantee the pristine original state of goods by the brands
name.

Protection factor Self-destructing material
It splits into layers (as visible on the picture aside), it divides
into smallest parts or tears.
The labels thus self-destruct irrevocably, whatever one tries
to remove them after the first attachment.

Protection factor Blacklight-sensitive print
It is invisible by daylight or standard artificial light. As with
money bills, it can only be recognised under a special blacklight
lamp. Individual texts or logos can be printed like this.
Blacklight-sensitive printing can be overprinted with details
of the goods or prices by standard thermal transfer printers
and increase in that way  well hidden  the protection against
counterfeiting.

Protection factor Hologram
Prefabricated holographic foils with standardized security note
or symbol are used (eg. a security lock as shown in the picture).
Holographic patches can be printed on with details of
the goods or prices by standard thermal transfer printers in
scratch-proof quality and resisting to ultrasonic cleaning.
A hologram increases the counterfeit protection of the label.
So replacing the original label by an imitation on possibly
counterfeited goods is made difficult.

Protection factor Warning
Clear words help prevent. A meaningful warning message
signals clearly: Whoever removes the security label exceed
their rights as a consumer, and this act obligates to purchase.
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Guard Labels
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Guard Labels, Shapes and Prices
34 870IR
17,5

17,5

35

8

2

Narrow loop

34 870IR Y1
TTK-Destruct

38 mm
1.250
85 mm

destroys itself when trying to open the label
brilliant white

 / 1000
/

A1, A2

81 TTK1-090(x)

1.250

5.000

10.000

20.000

30.000

50.000

53,50
66,88

44,50
55,63

36,95
46,19

30,80
38,50

28,30
35,38

26,35
32,94

44 1072
22

22

28

10

3

38 mm

44 1072 Y1
TTK-Destruct

1.250
 / 1000
/

88 mm

Label(s)

Label stock

Suitable printers

destroys itself when trying to open the label
brilliant white
A1,A2

81 TTK1-110(x)

1.250

5.000

10.000

20.000

30.000

50.000

49,25
61,56

39,50
49,38

31,75
39,69

25,95
32,44

23,65
29,56

21,75
27,19

Carbon ribbon

Reel core

Labels per roll
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Security Labels, Standard Shapes on Stock
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Guard Labels, Shapes and Prices
95 1082R with 4 colour logo print
22

10

22

38

juweLIER

2

38 mm

95 1082R JY1

TTK-Destruct

1.000
/1000

90 mm

destroys itself when trying to open the label
brilliant white / colour logo print

A1,A2

81 TTK1-110(x)

1.000

2.000

3.000

5.000

10.000

105,10

73,80

63,40

55,05

48,80

Price for data transfer of individual Logo 30,- . Any necessary rework will be charged at cost.

Security Labels, pre-printed ready to use
34 1082R with warning
destroys itself when trying to open the label
brilliant white / black text print

34 1082R T2

TTK-Destruct

/1000

Label(s)

Label stock

Suitable printers

1.000

2.000

3.000

5.000

10.000

105,10

73,80

63,40

55,05

48,80

Carbon ribbon

Reel core

Labels per roll
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Security Labels with Digital Printing

